Rehabilitation Approach to Depot Creek
From Headwater to Boulter Road

June 15, 2016

Rehabilitation Approach to Depot Creek: Headwaters to Boulter Road
Overview of stream morphology
This 1.8 km section from the headwaters to Boulter Road begins with a relatively steep gradient
watercourse consisting of fast-moving run/riffle that runs straight for approximately 700 m
(photos 1 & 2).
Photos 1 and 2. Fast-moving, alder-lined section, boulder-cobble rapids (first 700 m)
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The gradient flattens considerably at the first large meander, where high, steep, exposed sandy
banks become prominent (Photo 3).
Photo 3. Typical sand banks and meander for 550 m after gradient flattens

The creek continues to slow and the meanders continue, forming a sand-bottomed, slow, runpool morphology that continues to Boulter Road for the last 550 m (Photo 4).
Photo 4. Typical morphology for final 550 m to Boulter Road
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Overview of Opportunities for Habitat Rehabilitation and Enhancement
Most impairment to channel flow in this section is the result of bank erosion. Steep sand banks
mean that there will always be sand deposition into the watercourse and movement of bedload
downstream. Strategic reduction (not elimination) of this erosion should improve habitat
conditions for brook trout by:
 Maintaining quicker flow which keeps water temperature cool;
 Reducing obstructions to fish passage so that fish can access more of their critical
habitats;
 Increasing stream diversity which can increase habitat quality and food sources.
Streambank erosion has led to at least 3 visible problems:
1. Channel obstruction preventing fish passage and diverting stream; leading to additional
bank erosion (photo 4);
2. Braided channels reducing flow causing additional sand deposition, alder growth,
warmer water temperatures and fish obstruction (photo 5);
3. Alder overgrowth reducing flow, causing additional sand deposition, and reducing
stream productivity (photo 6)
Photo 4. Channel Obstruction
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Photo 5. Braided Channel

Photo 6. Alder Overgrowth
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While many small pools exist within this reach that could support larger trout, very little cover
habitat exists within these, making habitat quality within these pools marginal (Photo 7).
Photo 7. Typical small, deep pool with minimal cover to support larger trout.

Recommended Approaches to Channel Rehabilitation and Habitat Enhancement
For this section of stream, the biggest problem that has led to habitat impairment is large-scale
erosion of steep sand banks. Channel rehabilitation should focus on stabilizing these steep
banks where appropriate and where possible; while also fixing some of the problems within the
channel caused by this erosion.
Bear in mind that it is natural for a stream such as this to have some eroding banks and
sand/nutrient input; therefore it is not necessary or desirable to stop every potential erosion
problem. Stabilizing some of the major erosion issues and rehabilitating some of the instream
issues caused by this erosion should however, improve the habitat conditions within the stream
for trout.
The section that follows describes habitat rehabilitation and enhancement techniques that, in
my opinion, are appropriate for this portion of Depot Creek. Expected results over time would
be increased flow, improved direction of flow (i.e. water energy is in center of channel, and not
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directed at a stream bank), fewer erosion issues, fewer obstructions to fish passage, and
improved habitat structure for adult trout.
Before You Start
Key things to bear in mind before you begin, so that you minimize the chances of causing harm
to fish or habitat:






Work in low flow, during the driest periods of the summer. Don’t work in the rain or after
a rainfall.
Don’t work when sensitive life stages of fish could be present. Work between June 15th
and September 1 to avoid fish in spawning condition, eggs, and larval brook trout.
Use what is available on-site as much as you can. It saves time and effort.
Don’t remove existing fish habitat. If in doubt after reading the instructions below, leave
things intact.
Read the ‘Cautions’ for each Rehabilitation Action that is described – this will help you
avoid causing harm to fish or fish habitat while working in the water.

The intent of this report is to provide advice and guidance on appropriate techniques to
rehabilitate or improve trout habitat in this section of Depot Creek. It is still your responsibility
to consult with the appropriate agencies (Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry and/or
Fisheries and Oceans Canada) and obtain any required permissions or approvals.
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Rehabilitation Action 1. Remove Channel Obstructions
Approximate Locations and Photos
17T 647608 5109103

17 T 647269 5109110
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17T 647483 5109088

Overview of Approach
 Starting downstream, cut and remove debris that is not submerged, and stockpile in an
accessible area away from the streambank.
 Be careful what you remove. Only remove submerged pieces that are entirely blocking
the channel. Pieces that are allowing lots of water flow underneath it are providing
habitat.
 On the shore, separate the larger logs from the brush. Cut the logs into lengths that you
can transport to other areas and use to stabilize banks. Stockpile logs well away from
shore for later use.
 Bundle the brush using small gauge wire and a set of pliers, or wrap in burlap. Stockpile
well away from shore for later use.
Cautions
 Be careful what you remove.
 Keep your stockpiles well away from shore.
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Rehabilitation Action 2: Stabilize Major Erosion Areas
Approximate Locations and Photos
17T 647610 5109216

17T 647261 5109090
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17T 647399 5109088

Overview of Approach
 Brush bundles by themselves can be keyed into the exposed bank to prevent further
erosion, as well as capture sand and soil which will eventually allow vegetation to
colonize and permanently stabilize the bank:



Given the advanced erosion identified at this site, more extensive erosion control is likely
required in most locations. A Fact Sheet excerpt from the MNR’s Stream Rehabilitation
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Manual (Community Fisheries Involvement Program –circa 1986) follows that provides
specific instructions:
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Cautions
 Check base of slope for groundwater inflow. Do not impede groundwater from entering
back into the creek.
 This technique is intended to prevent further erosion. Structures should be keyed into
banks and not protrude into the main channel. The log rip rap must be aligned with the
channel direction such that it does not end up deflecting stream flow into the other bank
and causing a similar problem.
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Rehabilitation Action 3: Deflect Flow back to Main Channel
Approximate Locations and Photos
17T 647654 5109212

17T 647581 5109185
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17T 647510 5109091

17T 647483 5109088
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17T 547269 5109110

17T 647599 5109221

Overview of Approach
The objective in this case is to concentrate flow and develop a narrower, deeper channel,
thereby eliminating many of the channel braids that have formed. One technique that is most
appropriate for this case is the use of log deflectors. The intent of the log deflectors in this case,
is to divert stream flow away from the braids in the channel and back into the main stream flow.
The desired outcome is:
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A faster, more concentrated main channel;
Reduction or elimination of braids in the channel;
Increased bank stability.

The key to installation of these deflectors is to observe the braids in the channel and the areas
where sand has been deposited. Let this sand deposition guide you by installing directly on or
in front of the sand deltas such that most of the flow gets diverted back into the main channel.
The structure should have a low profile such that during periods of increased flow such as a
freshet, water will spill over it and deposit sand.
Materials can consist of t-bars, logs, brush bundles and lashing wire as shown below.

Cautions
These deflectors need to be installed carefully so that they do not deflect the main current back
into the opposite bank and cause another erosion problem. The intent is to divert the braided
flow back into the channel; nothing else in this case. The key thing to remember is to work with
the stream and its flow, not against it.
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Rehabilitation Action 4. Cut Back Areas of Overgrown Alders
Approximate Locations and Photos
17T 648095 5108984

17T 647296 5109096
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17T 648033 5109004

Overview of Approach
In some places, alders have completely straddled the stream and could be negatively affecting
trout habitat in three ways:
1. Reduction of sunlight to the point that food organisms such as microscopic plants and
animals and stream-living insects are not growing and developing;
2. Dead stems which fall into the water and roots which grow out from the stream bank
combine to slow water currents and allow sands to be deposited on the stream bottom;
3. During freeze-up, the dead stems and roots get frozen into the ice mass; and then in the
spring, this ice can pull the entire shrub out of the bank and cause increased erosion.
Cutting back the alders will encourage new growth of dense shoots and a fibrous network of
roots to develop. The new root system will provide added anchoring strength to the stream
bank. Grasses should also regenerate on the stream bank, and the combination of grasses and
bushy new shrub growth will provide improved stream bank cover for fish.
Work should be carried out mid-summer. Do not work during high water periods.Take stream
temperatures just prior to doing the work – this will guide you as to how much of the shrub
growth to remove.
If the stream temperature is around 20 C, you will need to be conservative, and only cut back
branches that are in the stream. If the temperature is lower, you can afford to cut a little more
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aggressively to let some sunlight penetrate to the stream. Do not cut as aggressively as shown
below; maintain some shading.

Cut from the downstream area and work your way upstream. Stockpile the cuttings well away
from the stream bank for use as brush bundles. A diagram follows, but cutting back the alders
Cautions
Do not completely cut back these alders. Keeping cool stream temperatures is critical for trout
in this creek. Make sure there is still lots of shade provided by these shrubs. Try to balance the
need for shade and the need for some sunlight.
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Enhancement Techniques for Adding Structure to Small Pools
Approximate Locations and Photos
17T 646743 5109170

17T 646892 5109121
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17T 646848 5109127

Overview of Approach
These pools have high sand banks and a sand bottom. Placing any structure on the stream
bottom will not likely be effective, as the moving sand bedload, which is a natural feature of this
watercourse, will eventually cover it up.
It is recommended that instream cover structures be built into the bank; as the banks are
relatively easy to key into and will prevent the structure from becoming embedded in sand.
There are many options for building structures that will attract adult trout. The key is to provide
overhead cover to fish in the deepest pools available.
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Some typical designs follow.
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Cautions
Make sure that structure is adequately secured and keyed into bank.
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Recommendations for Monitoring





Take photos during and after work is completed for each area that you work on. Make
sure you take a GPS point as well.
In areas to be cleared of alder and in the deep pools, take water temperatures before and
after work is completed, during sunny days (above 20 C) where no rain has occurred in
the prior 3 days.
Where stream deflectors are to be installed, measure and record the depth of water
every 30 cm (1 ft) across the entire channel of the stream upstream and downstream of
where the structure will be installed. Take these measurements before work begins,
immediately after work is completed, and at least two months after work completion.
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